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Abstract 
        In light of the information revolution taking place in the modern world, therefore it 
becomes necessary and important to save this electronic messages. So we offered this 
technique to ensure the safety of the content of the messages and authenticity of the sender 
through  networks communication by converting the message's symbols to numbers , each one 
of this symbols (letters, numbers, symbols) will converted into three digits, the first digit 
represents the ASCII code of the symbol , the second digit represents the frequency of this 
symbol in the message (the number of times this symbol is appear in the message), and the 
third digit represents the total number of the locations of the symbol (calculates the symbol 
location from the first symbol in the message to this symbol itself and blanks also calculated 
too) .The digital signature of the sender will converted to numbers like the symbols of message 
we explained it before, and this numbers of the digital signature will gathering together to 
produce three numbers only, this number will gathering with each numbers of the message's 
symbols, the final  numbers will converted to QR Code , the QR Code will placed with the 
message and sent to the recipient. The recipient returns the steps of the sender (produce QR 
Code from the received message) and compared it the received QR Codes, if it is match or not. 
The recipient will ensure that the content is secure, and confirms the authenticity of the sender. 
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Digital Signature
Availability
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  private string QRcodeString; public QrCodeForm(string qrcodeString) 
        { this.QRcodeString = qrcodeString; InitializeComponent();} 
private void QrCodeForm_Load(object sender, EventArgs e) 
        { using (SaveFileDialog sfd = new SaveFileDialog() { Filter = "Jpge|*.jpg", 
ValidateNames = true}) 
            { if (sfd.ShowDialog() == DialogResult.OK)  { 
MessagingToolkit.QRCode.Codec.QRCodeEncoder enCode = new    
MessagingToolkit.QRCode.Codec.QRCodeEncoder();enCode.QRCodeScale = 8; 
Bitmap bmp = enCode.Encode(QRcodeString); pictureBox1.Image = bmp; 
bmp.Save(sfd.FileName, ImageFormat.Jpeg); } 
enCode.QRCodeScale = 8
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